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Abstract. Search applications have become very popular over the last two decades,
one of the main drivers being the advent of the Web. Nevertheless, searching on
the Web is very different to searching on smaller, often more structured collec-
tions such as digital libraries, local Web sites, and intranets. One way of helping
the searcher locating the right information for a specific information need in such
a collection is by providing well-structured domain knowledge to assist query
modification and navigation. There are two main challenges which we will both
address in this chapter: acquiring the domain knowledge and adapting it automat-
ically to the specific interests of the user community. We will outline how in dig-
ital libraries a domain model can automatically be acquired using search engine
query logs and how it can be continuously updated using methods resembling ant
colony behaviour.
1 Introduction
Document retrieval systems have been around for more than fifty years, and early sys-
tems exploited similar structures to those we have in modern digital libraries, such as
author name, book title, and keywords [33]. With the advent of the Web things have
changed however and searchers are now very used to simple search interfaces that take
a few keywords and return a list of matches. In fact, this is the type of search paradigm
we might expect nowadays no matter what collection is being searched for. The prob-
lem is that Web search is fundamentally different to searches where users are not just
interested in getting some matching documents but where they are looking for specific
documents, memos, spreadsheets, books, etc. Such information requests are not nec-
essarily best served by a single-shot unstructured query. This type of search is very
common in enterprise search which runs on smaller, often more structured collections
[21, 48, 39]. This suggests that search over digital libraries with their inherently struc-
tured contents resembles enterprise search much more than generic Web search and we
argue that offering some guidance in an interactive search process could actively help
the user find the actual documents he or she is after.
How can a user be guided in the search process? Library classification schemes
like the Universal Decimal Classification1 (UDC) have been used for decades and have
1 http://www.udcc.org/
been demonstrated to be very useful when classifying books. The drawback that these
manually encoded classification schemes have is that they lack flexibility. Furthermore,
they represent a structured view of the world but that view may not be the view that
an online searcher has. Suppose, a university’s digital library contains a large number
of books on information retrieval. They might all be classified under the same code but
this will not tell us anything about their relevance or about how users would associate
them with other books. We could on the other hand rely on automatically acquired
knowledge structures (e.g. domain models, taxonomies, association graphs etc) derived
from the document collection. But again, without continuously updating the models
they will become out of date as the document collection changes or the users start to
view it differently. For example, new concepts are introduced, others disappear and the
books that are popular today may not have the same relevance in half a year’s time.
The approach that we take is to use log data to build an adaptive domain model
automatically. We are looking at search as well as navigation and our aim is to sat-
isfy a user’s information request effectively by learning from the entire user population
and incorporating this learned knowledge in a constantly adapting domain model. This
domain model would assist a user in the search process and reflect the collection char-
acteristics. This is different from building individual user profiles. In other words, we
exploit the “wisdom of the crowd” to build up knowledge structures automatically and
update them constantly as new queries come in. Unlike UDC, the emerging structures
are not semantically encoded. They will however encode relations between query terms
that reflect how users see and navigate the collection and should represent a bridge
between the users’ vocabulary and the contents of the collection. To use the earlier ex-
ample, a user who searches for “information retrieval” might be given suggestions to
narrow down (or modify) the search such as “rijsbergen”, “bruce croft”, “modern in-
formation retrieval 2nd edition” or “manning and schu¨tze”. This will allow users to
benefit from each other by incorporating social search in digital libraries without trying
to semantically interpret the actual relationships that might hold between a query and
its refinement suggestions.
The chapter will be structured as follows. We will start with an overview of some
related work (Section 2) before formulating our research questions (Section 3). Section
4 will focus on the domain model construction process and will outline how we use
an ant colony optimization algorithm which keeps the domain model in a continuous
update cycle. In Section 5 we will describe the log files we are going to use to build the
domain model. These log files represent real user needs as they have been collected on
the search engine of a digital library catalogue.The experimental setup is explained in
Section 6. Results are presented in Section 7 which is followed by a discussion (Section
8). We will finish with some conclusions and an outlook on future work.
2 Related Work
Many ideas have been proposed to address the problem of information overload when
searching or exploring a document collection. One very promising route is Social Search
which combines ideas from personalization and social networking so that a searcher can
benefit from past users’ search experiences [41]. Applied to the digital libraries context,
this idea can also be expressed as Social Navigation which adds a social dimension to
browsing by guiding future users with the navigation experiences learned collectively
from the crowd [12]. The question is what search trails and information should be ex-
ploited in this process. Utilizing explicit user judgements about items or search terms
seems to be most useful. The problem is however that users are reluctant to leave any
explicit feedback when they search a document collection [34]. Nevertheless, implicit
feedback, e.g., the analysis of log records, has been shown to be good at approximating
explicit feedback. There is a wealth of related work in log analysis, interactive search
and other areas [24, 40]. For example, users often reformulate their query and such pat-
terns can help in learning an improved ranking function [26]. The same methods have
shown to improve an adaptive domain model on a local Web site [32]. Log analysis has
in fact developed into an entire research strand and it has been widely recognised that
query log files represent a good source for capturing implicit user feedback [24, 40].
The next question is how such feedback should be applied to improve the search pro-
cess. One possibility is to exploit it in order to build knowledge structures that can assist
in interactive search. But do users want assisted search? First of all, digital libraries are
characterized by much more structured knowledge than Web sites. This makes system-
guided search a natural option as evidenced by the success of Aquabrowser2 as a tool
to access digital libraries. More generally though, there is also evidence that users want
support in proposing keywords but they ultimately want to stay in control about what
is being submitted as a query [50]. Furthermore, despite the risk of offering irrelevant
suggestions in a system-guided search system, users might prefer having them rather
than not [49]. On the other hand, it has also been shown that users are more inclined
to submit new queries or resubmit modified queries than to navigate from the result set
in a search environment that supports search and navigation [35]. Perhaps the best evi-
dence for the usefulness of interactive search systems is the fact that even the big Web
search engines have recently added more and more interactive features, e.g., Google’s
Wonderwheel3.
Belkin calls the move beyond the limited, inherently non-interactive models of IR
to truly interactive systems the challenge of all challenges in IR at the moment [9]. This
is in line with what we propose, i.e. to go beyond static interaction patterns and move to
adaptive retrieval exploiting the implicit feedback that users leave when searching and
navigating a document collection. Building adaptive domain models for digital libraries
and other collections is our approach to capturing and utilizing “collective intelligence”
[45].
We wish to build a model that captures user interactions with a digital library and
consolidates them to provide a dynamic model that will enable the combined knowledge
to be examined e.g., a learning network in which algorithms build and extend network
representations by acquiring knowledge from examples [43], in that we wish to capture
user experience to update the model. One motivation could be that a large proportion
of queries submitted to a search engine can be exact repeats of a query issued earlier
by the same user [46]. However, our main motivation is to use the model to help make
suggestions that can be used by other users.
2 http://www.serialssolutions.com/aquabrowser/
3 http://www.googlewonderwheel.com
There are many different ways of structuring such models. Models can be built by
extracting term relations from documents, e.g. [38, 31, 51], or from the actual queries
that users submit to search the collection by building query flow graphs, e.g. [11], or
mining term association rules [16]. Past user queries appear to be preferred by users
when compared to terms extracted from documents [29], which is one motivation for
using log files in our work. Various Web log studies have been conducted in recent years
to study the users’ search behaviour, e.g. [5, 47, 14, 23], and log files have widely been
used to extract meaningful knowledge, e.g. relations between queries [7], or to derive
query substitutions [28]. Much of this work however is based on queries submitted on
the Web and thus presents a very broad view of the world. Our work is different in that
we start with a specific document collection for which suitable knowledge structures
are typically not readily available (that collection could but does not have to be a digital
library), extract relations from queries submitted within this collection to build and
evolve a domain model automatically. It has been demonstrated that such an approach
has the potential to learn useful relations over time in an intranet environment [15].
Digital libraries are however much more structured and represent a very different
type of collection compared to the Web as a whole, a local Web site or an intranet. The
question is whether domain knowledge can be acquired automatically from user queries
within digital libraries, whether such relations can be improved over time and how this
compares to alternative approaches. This leads us to our research questions.
3 Research Questions
The research questions we are trying to answer are as follows:
1. Can we employ the paradigm of the “wisdom of the crowd” to log files of digi-
tal libraries to extract useful query term relations that can assist in searching the
collection?
2. How do these relations compare to sensible baseline approaches?
3. How do log files collected on digital libraries compare with intranet logs?
4 The Domain Model
Our domain model takes the form of a graph structure where nodes are query phrases
and edges represent possible query refinements, higher weights denoting more common
selections. Figure 1 gives an example of part of the domain model as it has been derived
from our log data. Of inspiration for this model is the Nootropia system [36] for user
profiling. This determines hierarchies of terms and disseminates energy using a method
based on Artificial Immune Systems. We, however, take a related, if conceptually op-
posite method, to provide a model based on a consolidated user as opposed to learning
differences between individuals.
As a reminder, the relation between two terms in the model is purely some form
of association link that has been extracted from the logs and is therefore different from
Fig. 1. Partial Domain Model Derived from TEL Log Data.
(and complementary to) the use of semantically encoded relations as used, for example,
in the Europeana project4, or the use of controlled vocabularies, e.g. [18, 10]
Using such an internal representation allows numerous potential display and inter-
rogation techniques to be presented to the user. In this work we focus on using relations
encoded in the model as query modification suggestions in guided search. Applied dif-
ferently, the domain model could also be used to browse or navigate the collection.
A range of adaptation algorithms have been developed but models that are able to
capture evolving trends in search query graphs are only just starting to emerge, e.g. [8].
We will use the analogy of ant colony optimization (ACO) to first populate and then
adapt the graph. The user traverses a portion of the graph by using query refinements
(analogous to the ant’s journey), the weights on this route are reinforced (increasing the
level of pheromone). Over time all weights are reduced by a set proportion (pheromone
evaporation). To reduce noise we only associate immediate refinements, e.g., for a ses-
sion containing a query modification chain q1 to q4, associations will be created be-
tween q1 and q2, q2 and q3, and q3 and q4 only (see Algorithm 1). The specifics are as
follows:
– At the end of each day all edge weights are normalised to sum to 1 and the mean
weight of all edges is then calculated.
4 http://eculture.cs.vu.nl/europeana/session/search
Algorithm 1: The ACO-based algorithm to build and evolve the domain model.
Input: domain model as a graph G, daily query log L, number of days DAY NUMS
Output: G
1 τ ← 1
2 for d← 1 to DAY NUMS do
/* update weights of traversed edges */
3 foreach (q,q′) ∈ Ld do
/* Query q′ immediately follows q in a session on day
d. */
4 n← FindNode(G, q)
5 if n = NULL then n← AddNode(G, q)
6 n′← FindNode(G, q′)
7 if n′ = NULL then n′← AddNode(G, q′)
8 e← FindEdge(G, n, n′)
9 if e = NULL then
10 e← AddEdge(G, n, n′)
11 SetWeight(G, e, τ)
12 else
13 SetWeight(G, e, τ + GetWeight(G, e))
/* normalize weights of edges */
14 T ←+ TotalWeights(G)
15 ce← 0
16 foreach e ∈ G do
17 ce← ce+1
18 SetWeight(G, e, GetWeight(G, e) / T)
19 τ ← T/ce
– For the next day, all queries in the log are extracted for that day where there are
multiple queries in a particular user session.
– The queries are then time ordered and for each query phrase that follows an earlier
phrase in the session an edge is created, or updated if it already exists, by the mean
association weight of the previous day.
– A nominal update value of 1 is used for our first day, however, any positive real
number could have been chosen without affecting the outcome of normalisation.
By normalising the weights at the end of each day we reduce the weight of non-
traversed edges, hence, over time, penalising incorrect or less relevant phrase refine-
ments. In addition we expect outdated terms to be effectively removed from the model,
i.e., the refinement weight will become so low that the phrase will never be recom-
mended to the user.
One would expect to use the model to provide suggested terms by first finding the
original query phrase in the graph, then list the linked terms ordered by weight. To use
an example, if a user searches for “mozart”, then the domain model can propose query
modifications such as “don giovanni”, “klavierkonzerte”, “mozart violin” and “bach”.
Although not addressed in this chapter, indirect associations could also be used when
data is sparse, or if we wish to investigate sub-trees with relatively high weights.
Although we have chosen to run the update in the described algorithm on a daily
basis, update sessions could be run hourly or weekly, or even when a certain number of
user sessions have completed. In addition, it is possible to run the algorithm from any
point in the user log to any other, this allows us to compare how the model performs for
particular time periods.
5 Log Files
We have used log data that have been collected on the search engine of The European
Library (TEL)5. The TEL logs contain an entry for every user interaction with the TEL
portal. Log entries contain the type of action performed (e.g. simple or advanced search,
changing system options) and attributes such as user ID, session ID, the interface lan-
guage, query, and timestamp. Figure 2 lists five sample entries, the first one describing
a search in English for “pomegranate fertilization” submitted through the simple user
interface.
...
903779;guest;83.33.xxx.xxx;83et8b7j010eh4vlht3ucj8dl1;en;
("pomegranate fertilization");search_sim;;0;-;;;2007-10-05 13:52:30
...
1889115;guest;71.249.xxx.xxx;8eb3bdv3odg9jncd71u0s2aff6;en;
("mozart");search_url;;0;-;;;2008-06-24 22:02:52
...
1889118;guest;71.249.xxx.xxx;8eb3bdv3odg9jncd71u0s2aff6;en;
("mozart");view_full;;1;;;;2008-06-24 22:03:03
...
1889120;guest;71.249.xxx.xxx;8eb3bdv3odg9jncd71u0s2aff6;en;
Klavierkonzerte;search_res_rec_all;;0;-;;;2008-06-24 22:03:55
1889121;guest;71.249.xxx.xxx;8eb3bdv3odg9jncd71u0s2aff6;en;
("klavierkonzerte");view_full;;1;;;;2008-06-24 22:04:10
...
Fig. 2. Sample entries in the TEL log.
The logs record not just all queries submitted to the search engine but also other
activities such as viewing a result. We are only interested in search queries (which
make up about a quarter of all actions). We use the log file that has also been used in
LogCLEF 2009 and 20106. This log covers the period from 1 January 2007 till 30 June
2008 [2]. In the logs there is a great inclination towards using simple search compared
to using advanced search [19]. In our experiments we do not consider queries submitted
via the advanced search interface. We use the session numbers recorded in the log files
to identify search sessions.
We processed the files as follows:
5 http://www.theeuropeanlibrary.org
6 http://www.uni-hildesheim.de/logclef/
1. Discard all actions that are not simple search queries
2. Remove all queries that do not have English specified as the query language
3. Remove all queries that contain non-ASCII characters
4. Case-fold all queries, replace all non-alphanumeric characters by space
5. If a query contains one or more Boolean operators, trim the query so that the left-
most operator and everything that follows gets removed.
6. Delete all queries which have no session number specified
7. Finally, only keep those sessions that consist of at least two search queries.
The last point in particular reduces the number of selected queries dramatically
because there is a large proportion of sessions that involve only a single user query.
We end up with 152,863 queries. Figure 3 presents two sample entries in the processed
query logs.
...
8eb3bdv3odg9jncd71u0s2aff6 xxxx 1889115 xxxx mozart xxxx 2008-06-24 22:02:52
8eb3bdv3odg9jncd71u0s2aff6 xxxx 1889120 xxxx klavierkonzerte xxxx 2008-06-24 22:03:55
...
Fig. 3. Sample session records after processing the TEL logs.
Note that we make the simplifying assumption that all queries within a session are
related to the same search request. This is not always true and a session can easily
consist of a number of search goals and search missions [27]. However, identifying
exact session boundaries automatically is an inherently difficult task [20, 22].
Finally, we use the processed log file to build and adapt the domain model. The log
records are ordered by session and in chronological order. Each consecutive query pair
within a session is processed as outlined in Algorithm 1.
6 Experimental Setup
We assume that a high-quality domain model is one that makes sensible suggestions
to the user. We employ two evaluation methods to assess the quality of the domain
model. Our first evaluation method, AutoEval, is fully automated, in the second evalu-
ation method we asked users to assess the quality of domain model relations that have
been learned. These methods aim at evaluating the quality of term relations that emerge
from the adaptation process.
As part of the automated evaluation we conducted two sets of experiments, one
using all queries submitted to TEL. The second experiment only looked at frequently
submitted queries. The first experiment will tell us how well the algorithm learns the re-
lations covering the entire domain. The second approach targets high-frequency queries
only. The reasoning behind this is that an interactive search system might go for either
high recall (offer suggestions whenever there is any relation in the domain model, i.e.
cover all possible queries) or for high precision (only suggest “reliable” terms, i.e. focus
on highly frequent queries only). The high recall approach runs the risk of offering a lot
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Fig. 4. Daily Model Evaluation
of noise, the other approach will not offer any suggestions for the long tail of infrequent
queries.
For the second evaluation which involved actual assessors we only looked at fre-
quent queries as we will discuss in more detail further down.
Clearly, our experimental settings are necessarily approximations of the real world.
They will only be able to give us an indication of the usefulness of term relations learned
from the log files. Any such findings will need to be validated by large-scale experi-
ments that are used in realistic user search tasks. This will be left as future work.
6.1 Automatic Evaluation Method: AutoEval
Our first evaluation method, AutoEval [4], is based on the idea that we can assess the
quality of a domain model by comparing suggestions derived from the model to query
modifications actually observed in the log files. We use Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR)
to measure this. Given some initial search request, if a query modification observed in
a session matches the suggestion derived from the model, we will reward the model,
the highest reward is paid for a suggestion that comes top in the model, smaller rewards
(MRR) for suggestions further down the list.
The model’s evaluation is performed on an arbitrary interval basis as depicted in
Figure 4 where the evaluation takes place on a daily basis. It only takes place for days
with at least one query modification pair. For example, let us assume that during the
current day, three query modifications have been submitted (Fig. 4). For each query
modification pair, the domain model is provided with the initial query and returns a
ranked list of recommended query modifications. We take the rank of the actual mod-
ified query (i.e., the one in the log data) in this list, as an indication of the domain
model’s accuracy. The assumption here is that an accurate domain model should be
able to propose the most appropriate query modification at the top of the list of recom-
mended modifications. This is based on the observation that users are much more likely
to click on the top results of a ranked list than to select something further down [25],
and it seems reasonable to assume that such a preference is valid not just for ranked
lists of search results but for lists of query modification suggestions as well.
So for the total of three query modifications in the current day, we can calculate the
model’s accuracy score as (1/r1 + 1/r2 + 1/r3)/3, where r1 to r3 are the ranks of the
actual query modifications in the list of modifications recommended by the model in
each of the three cases. In the figure’s example the model’s score would be 0.583. More
generally, given a day d with Q query modification pairs, the model’s Mean Reciprocal
Rank score MRRd for that day is given by Equation 1 below.
MRRd = (
Q
∑
i=1
1
ri
)/Q (1)
Note that in the special case where the actual query modification is not included in
the list of recommended modifications 1/r is set to zero. The above evaluation process
results in an accuracy score for each logged day for which at least a query modification
pair exists. So overall, the process produces a series of scores for each domain model
being evaluated. These scores allow the comparison between different domain models.
A model M1 can therefore be considered superior over a model M2 if a statistically
significant improvement can be measured over the given period.
The described process fits perfectly a static model, but in the case of dynamic ex-
periments as we are conducting here, the experimental process is similar. We start with
an initially empty domain model, or an existing domain model. Like before, the model
is evaluated at the end of each daily batch of query modifications, but unlike the static
experiments it uses the daily data for updating its structure. This is essentially a con-
tinuous learning problem, where the domain model has to learn from temporal query
modification data (applying the ACO algorithm in our specific example). Again, we
treat a model as superior over another (possibly static one) if an improvement can be
observed that is significant.
When testing our ACO algorithm we decided to compare the results against a simple
alternative based on association rules [17]. Fonseca’s approach represents a sensible
baseline for a different way of adapting the search because it accesses exactly the same
resources as our proposed method and it has been shown to work well on Web log data.
The idea is to use session boundaries and to treat each session as a transaction. Related
queries are derived from queries submitted within the same transaction.
6.2 User-based Evaluation Method: Mechanical Turk
The next evaluation was user-based to find out how users would assess the relevance of
query modification suggestions learned by the adaptive model and how they compare
against alternative approaches for constructing such suggestions. To do so we adopted
a methodology proposed in the literature [38]. An online form was prepared, and par-
ticipants were asked to determine whether queries and their refinements were relevant.
To avoid data sparsity issues we used the top 20 most frequently submitted queries
as found in our processed log files (see Table 1) to derive suggestions. For each query we
selected the three best (highest weighted) related terms using three different methods:
– ACO: For each query we selected the three top suggestions that have been learned
after running the full log file through our ant colony optimization algorithm.
– Fonseca: Applying the same methods as in the AutoEval run, we selected the three
top association rules for the given query applied to the full log file.
Rank Query Phrase Rank Query Phrase
1 mozart 11 dante
2 harry potter 12 zagreb
3 meisje met de parel 13 bible
4 einstein 14 poland
5 shakespeare 15 history
6 bach 16 france
7 music 17 chopin
8 europe 18 paris
9 goethe 19 italy
10 london 20 cervantes
Table 1. Most frequent queries.
– Baseline: As a baseline we selected a method that does not rely on log data. We
assume that the top matching results of a commercial search engine will be a useful
resource to derive query modification suggestions. To restrict the results to a collec-
tion comparable to the digital library catalogue at hand we decided to search only
for matches within the world library catalogue WorldCat7. We derived nouns and
noun phrases from the top ten snippets returned by Yahoo! (restricting the search to
the WorldCat Web site). We identify nouns and noun phrases using text processing
methods applied in previous experiments, e.g. [31].
Therefore users had to judge 60 individual query suggestions derived for each of
the three methods.
We recruited assessors using Amazon Mechanical Turk8, a crowdsourcing market
place that has been shown to work effectively, and it has been demonstrated that its
aggregated results approximate expert judgement for a variety of tasks, e.g. [42, 13, 3].
Obviously, the recruited users might never use the digital library search functionality of
TEL, but they do represent potential users as anybody can access the TEL portal and
we wanted to learn to what extent potential users would find term suggestions extracted
from the domain model useful if they were searching a digital library.
CrowdFlower9 was used to build the assessment task and control access to Amazon
Mechanical Turk. The task was built as an online form similar to the one used in [30],
where assessors were asked to determine whether queries and their refinements were
relevant.
The instructions gave the users a hypothetical context as follows:
Suppose that you are a user of a digital library’s search engine. The digital
library allows you to access all collections of libraries available on the Internet
worldwide. You issue queries on the search engine to find what you are looking
for. In addition to returning the best matching books or articles for any given
7 http://worldcat.org
8 http://www.mturk.com
9 http://www.crowdflower.com
query, this search engine also suggests modified queries that you could use to
refine or replace the original one.
The form below gives a list of term pairs. For each pair, imagine the first term
was your original query, and that the second is one of the terms proposed by
the search system, which you could use to refine or replace the search. Please
judge for each pair whether you think the second term is:
– relevant (Choose ‘Relevant’).
– not relevant (Choose ‘Not Relevant’).
– If you do not know, then choose ’Don’t know’.
Here, ‘relevant’ means that you can imagine a situation where the second term
is an appropriate refinement or replacement of the query given by the first term.
We also pointed out that if they found it difficult to judge the pair, that they might
want to consult some online resources, e.g.Wikipedia or The European Library.
Subjects were not told that various different techniques have been used to generate
these query pairs. The form contained a list of all query pairs in random order.
We asked 20 Mechanical Turk workers to do the assessment task and restricted the
location of those workers to be UK-based. The reason for this restriction is that we
know that UK searchers form a significant proportion of actual TEL users [2].
We paid 2 US dollars for each assessment task.
7 Results
For all significance testing we used paired t-tests (where appropriate) with confidence
value p<0.001 unless otherwise specified.
7.1 AutoEval Results
Figure 5 illustrates the results of applying AutoEval over the entire period covered by
the log file. We use monthly batches to update the domain model. Fonseca’s association
rules approach was evaluated with different settings. The minimum support parameter
(MinSup) is the threshold used to infer an association. Fonseca et al. conducted their
experiments on Web log data using MinSup=3 [17]. However, due to the much smaller
data set we are dealing with here we also provide a run using a weaker support of
MinSup=2 (in other words association rules may be selected even if the query pair has
only been found in two sessions). A lower minimum support therefore increases the
chance of inferring an association for any given query.
The main observation is that our ACO method is significantly more effective than
learning based on association rules (with either minimum support setting). We see that
despite a few spikes the general trend is upwards indicating that our adaptive learning
method (and to a smaller extend the association rules) are able to learn from past log
data over time. However, we also observe that the absolute score is relatively low and
we will get back to that later.
The second round of AutoEval runs considered only the top 20 most frequent queries
extracted from the query logs. Those queries are listed in Table 1. Note that these are
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Fig. 5. ACO vs. Fonseca-Baseline.
the most frequent queries in our processed log files. One frequent query (“sange for
claveret”) was not considered because the baseline failed to produce a single result.
In this case, the MRR scores in Equation 1 were calculated for query modification
pairs Qtop where the first query in the pair is one of those listed in Table 1. Figure 6 dis-
plays the obtained scores for ACO and Fonseca’s association rules when we restrict the
evaluation to the top 20 queries. The average scores are much higher (and for ACO they
remain at a higher level throughout the learning period). Again we observe that ACO
is better on average over the entire period (0.041 > 0.035) but there is no significant
difference.
7.2 User Assessment Results
The assessments obtained from Mechanical Turk were aggregated and the results are
shown in Table 2. For each user we calculated the percentage of pairs that were judged
relevant using different criteria and then we aggregated the results among the 20 asses-
sors. The ‘Total Relevant’ row gives the average judgement of query pairs considered
relevant over all users and all three suggestions for each method. If we only take into
account the top suggestion (i.e. the one highest ranked by the corresponding method)
for each query, then we get the results listed under ‘First Relevant’. Finally, the per-
centage for which the system in question had provided at least one suggestion that was
judged relevant is shown in the bottom row (‘At Least One Relevant’).
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Fig. 6. ACO vs. Fonseca-Baseline (Frequent Queries).
Ant Colony Fonseca’s Snippet Baseline
Optimization Association Rules
Total Relevant 45.67% 44.08% 57.17%
First Relevant 51.75% 47.75% 58.25%
At Least One Relevant 74.25% 76.00% 84.50%
Table 2. A comparison of user-judged relevant query suggestions for the 20 most frequent TEL
queries generated by three different systems.
The user assessment indicates that ACO and Fonseca’s association rules have a
comparable performance on top queries although ACO is slightly better in learning
query suggestions from query logs. This is in line with the AutoEval scores shown
in Figure 6 as we see an improvement though not statistically measurable. The user
assessment also shows that both learning methods were considered less effective than
the baseline approach.10 We will discuss the results in the next section.
Note, that for Fonseca’s association rules we set the minimum support parameter
to 2 in this experiment. The reason for that is we have already shown in the AutoEval
experiments that this value yields a better performance. More importantly, when we
10 The results closely correlate with an assessment that was conducted by an independent digital
libraries expert and can be seen as another successful example of obtaining expert judgements
by exploiting the wisdom of the crowd.
increase this value to 3 no refinements were actually generated for some of the most
frequent queries.
8 Discussion
The main finding is that our continuous learning model is capable of learning useful
relations from digital library query logs as evidenced by the results of the AutoEval
runs. Using the automatic evaluation over the entire logs has furthermore shown the
superiority of the ACO approach over a method that extracts association rules from
query pairs found in the same session. This superiority is less measurable when learning
on top queries only.
However, when discussing the results we need to start with an interesting observa-
tion regarding data sparsity. Queries submitted to search engines approximately follow
the power-law distribution [6]. That means that we can capture a large proportion of
user requests with a relatively small number of unique queries. Now, we found that TEL
queries are particularly sparse. Whereas the top 20 most frequently submitted queries
on a university Web site can make up as much as 15% of the entire query corpus [15],
we observe that in a TEL log file of a comparable size to the university log the top 20
queries only cover about 2% of all queries submitted.11 In that respect, the TEL queries
appear to be more similar to Web queries than intranet queries [44]. The difference of
course is that Web logs are magnitudes larger which means that the actual count of even
less frequent Web queries may still be large. In our processed query logs we found the
most frequent query occurs only 414 times and the 20th-most-frequent query only 70
times! Learning on the TEL logs is therefore particularly challenging. This is reflected
in the low MRR scores we obtained in the automatic evaluation and possibly also in
the assessors’ relevance judgements. The sparsity of the data and the open nature of the
library domain makes it harder to learn useful query refinement suggestions from the
logs.
One possible way forward is to make use of more of the log data (we reduced the
log file of more than one million interactions to a fraction of the size). What we have
shown here is that the general idea of an adaptive domain model gives very promising
results. A more customized and fine-tuned algorithm is likely to improve the learning
rate.
Regarding our experiments with top queries, we argue that even after deleting known
test queries we still find a number of queries that are unlikely to be typical user requests.
One example is “sange for claveret” which is frequent but only delivers a single result
(from the Danish national library). Furthermore, there are a significant number of ses-
sions in which “sange for claveret” co-occurs with other frequent (and perhaps unusual
queries) such as “meisje met de parel”.
In any case, the experiments we conducted on the top queries nicely correlate with
the earlier experiments. On AutoEval we see that the ACO method slightly outperforms
an association-based approach and this is mirrored when asking users to assess the top
three (or the top one) suggestions derived from each model. The user assessments also
11 For this comparison we used another TEL log file used in LogCLEF covering the period from
January 2009 till December 2009.
tell us that almost half of the query suggestions derived by ACO for top queries are con-
sidered relevant. Another finding is that users found the query refinement suggestions
provided by the baseline more relevant than the ones learned from the logs. This con-
firms other experiments run on the same data [1]. Interestingly however, the suggestions
derived from the logs and the ones found in the snippets appear to be complementary.
In fact, there is only a 3% overlap when considering the suggestions derived from the
query log learning approaches (ACO and association rules) on the one hand and the
snippets baseline on the other hand. For example, for the query “europe”, ACO has
learned “europe map” as the refinement with the highest weight. The top baseline sug-
gestion is “council of europe”. Both suggestions were considered relevant by 90% of
our assessors.
To put the results in context, running ACO on a university intranet log file results in
relations that are considered more relevant by users (above 60% when considering all
suggestions or just the top one) [15]. We argue that this is largely due to the aforemen-
tioned data sparsity issue.
9 Conclusions
In this chapter we outlined how log files collected on a digital library portal can be
exploited to learn query suggestions which can assist users of the portal. We shall now
return to our research questions and will try to draw conclusions based on the results
we obtained.
1. Can we employ the paradigm of the “wisdom of the crowd” to log files of digi-
tal libraries to extract useful query term relations that can assist in searching the
collection?
We have demonstrated that an ant colony optimization learning algorithm is capa-
ble of learning useful query relations over time. There is certainly a lot of hidden
knowledge in log files of digital libraries that should allow us to move towards
adaptive system-guided systems in digital libraries.
2. How do these relations compare to sensible baseline approaches?
A sensible baseline approach that does not rely on log data can be difficult to beat.
However, the suggestions derived from query logs and those derived dynamically
from top matching documents appear to complement each other.
3. How do log files collected on digital libraries compare with intranet logs?
An important finding of this study related to our third question is that digital library
logs appear to be much more sparse than for example search engine logs of an
intranet or a local Web site. This in itself might not be surprising but the implication
is that an effective learning algorithm will either have to rely on large log files
or will have to exploit the logs much more effectively than what is needed when
extracting relations from intranet or Web logs.
An additional conclusion we would like to draw is that our automatic evaluation
methodology AutoEval has been shown to be a useful evaluation framework to compare
the performance of different approaches for building domain models to provide query
suggestions (in the fairly restricted evaluation settings employed here).
10 Future Work
There are a number of areas that will need to be addressed in future. First of all, we have
so far not involved real users in realistic search tasks. Furthermore, and related to that
point, in our experiments we simplified the evaluation task by collecting user judge-
ments once only at a fixed point in time. To get more realistic assessments the adaptive
algorithms need to be incorporated in a live search engine of a digital library catalogue
to allow longitudinal studies. In any case, we would assume that an automatically ac-
quired (and evolving) domain model will allow users to find relevant information more
quickly and allow a better navigation experience over time, in particular when deriving
query modification suggestions using a variety of approaches. These experiments are
on our agenda for future work.
One way of addressing data sparsity is to extract more knowledge from the logs. So
far we kept the pre-processing of the log files deliberately simple. A large proportion of
queries do however make reference to specific fields in the structured data entries (e.g.
author name, topic etc). A natural modification to the simple domain model building
described in this chapter will make more use of the query structure as well as other
actions recored in the logs. Furthermore, our domain model is not linked to the actual
documents in the collection. By using clickthrough information it will be straightfor-
ward to link the model into the collection.
Regarding the ACO algorithm, the approach we applied to automatically adapt the
domain model is the simplest possible way of using ACO in this context. Here we
assume that the weight of a relation between two queries increases as soon as this query
pair is observed, or to use the ants analogy, a pheromone trail is left every time an ant
moves from A to B. However, we could modify that in a number of ways. Pheromone
might, for example, only be placed if the ant has discovered some valuable resource.
Applying this to search we could strengthen the relation only between any query that is
part of a session and the final query given that this final query is followed by viewing
some result set as the final action. Similar ideas have been shown to work effectively
when associating queries with landing pages in Web search [37].
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